Hacker-Powered Security Intelligence
Crowdsourced Security Testing
for Our Nation’s Digital Assets

G OV ERN M EN T

Solution Overview

The Synack Difference

The U.S. Government protects our nation’s most sensitive IT assets, and as cyber
incidents increase every year, government agencies need security solutions that can
keep pace with the evolving adversarial landscape. Synack’s Hacker-Powered Security
Intelligence solution offers government agencies an innovative approach to penetration
testing. Our proprietary vulnerability intelligence platform, Hydra, guides our crowd
of the world’s most skilled, vetted ethical hackers towards vulnerabilities that often
go undetected by legacy solutions. Our crowd, the Synack Red Team (SRT), mimics
adversaries’ attacks on these vulnerabilities and provides actionable reports on their
exploitability and suggested fixes. All SRT traffic is routed through our secure gateway,
providing customers with complete visibility and control. The result is comprehensive
testing across complex IT environments and real-time vulnerability intelligence from an
adversarial perspective.
Unlike traditional penetration tests and open bug bounty programs, Synack offers the
benefits of a diverse, scalable crowd through a private, managed approach. Synack's
solution minimizes execution risk and maximizes testing integrity, transparency, and results.

Government agencies choose
Synack due to our:
• Private, managed approach
• Most rigorous researcher vetting
in the industry
• Tracking, visibility, and control of
all researcher activities
• Government-tailored researcher
segmentation and client-specific
researcher vetting
• Robust triage services that only
draw clients’ attention to vetted,
high quality vulnerabilities
• Industry-leading results,
including highest signal-to-noise
ratio, average bounty sizes
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Synack Red Team (SRT)

Our SRT is comprised of highly qualified security researchers, vetted for trust and skill.

Hydra

Synack built our proprietary, automated vulnerability intelligence platform to guide the SRT to
vulnerabilities and maximize researcher efficiency and impact.

LaunchPoint®

Synack’s proprietary full packet capture technology monitors and audits all SRT
challenge activities.

Mission Operations Team

Synack’s internal team of experienced specialists coordinates all engagements and triages
every submitted vulnerability to focus client attention on only the most mission-critical.

Client Vulnerability
Management Portal

Synack’s cloud-based solution is deployed to clients instantly with no on-prem installation. The
client Vulnerability Management Portal provides actionable researcher coverage maps, real-time
discovery data, detailed vulnerability reports, and One-Touch Assessment Pause feature to instantly
halt researcher traffic.
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Government agencies have chosen Synack to test their sensitive IT assets
because of our results and our private, managed model. Synack accepts <10%
of SRT applicants and proudly leads the industry with the highest signal-tonoise
ratio and average bounty reward sizes. We guarantee our clients full visibility and
control over researcher activities, all of which are tracked by LaunchPoint® and
our Mission Operations Team at all times.
All candidates for SRT membership undergo our mandatory 5-step vetting
process*, including Federal criminal background checks and Know Your
Customer (KYC)-compliant identity verification. For additional vetting, Synack’s
Tailored Researcher Requirement Program (TRRP) addresses client-specific
requirements, including geography, clearance level, skillset, employment
background, and certifications.

Skill Assessment
Trust
Assessment
Onboarding &
Probationary Membership

< 10% acceptance rate
Profile 1:
SF-85P/HSPD-12 Compliance

Profile 2:
US National

Profile 3:
FVEY National

Profile 4:
Global Researcher

Working with Synack
Our Security as a Service solution is cloud-based and can be rapidly activated within 24 hours, with no delivery or installation of
on-site devices. Throughout the engagement, the Synack Mission Operations Team provides a constant point of contact for clients,
and all continuous monitoring data from the SRT, Hydra, and LaunchPoint is readily available through the client web portal.
Synack Engagement Lifecycle

Activation within
24 Hours

Scoping: Synack
works with clients to
define scope, rules
of engagement, and
success criteria.

Discovery: The SRT is
activated and begins
finding and submitting
vulnerabilities within
24 hours.

Triage:
Mission Operations
Team triages every
vulnerability submission
from the SRT.

Patch Verification:
Researchers verify
patches.

Assessment Types:
Web, Mobile,
Infrastructure,
Embedded Devices.
Continuous Monitoring & Tracking: LaunchPoint provides
Synack and clients full visibility into and control of
researcher activities, delivered through the web portal.
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